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Early Spring Walk 

On the terrace: salty sands, brown grasses, 
an old blue sock, wrinkled and dirty, 
A glove: the middle finger pointing west, 
an empty bottle of brandy, and a lableless 
bottle of beer. 

On the sidewalk: dead leaves 
tripping across the cracks, going nowhere. 
Broken glass, green, clear, and brown. 
Soft-shoe walkers on the salty sands 
walking, walking. 

In the gutter: a twisted lump of fur, limp, 
a dead cat lying against the curb in sand. 
A flattened rusty can, a broken bottle 
of wine in the sand, and broken glass sparkling 
in the sunshine . 

Jim Gifford 

Self Portrait 20 x 18 Richard Natoli - Rombach 
medium - Pentel 
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The Day Before Christmas 

and it is time to get up 

but the window shade is crooked 
and enjoys my attention 

for necessary company 
the radio is turned to a 
rock station playing 
mostly songs i do not like 

the electric blanket 
is set over on nine 
still my feet are cold 
in fact nearly numb 

the lists i have made 
to keep the day in line 
lie spread on the blanket 
looking inefficient 
and a bit impossible. 

it is time to get up 
into an inefficient and impossible 
bit of life 

yesterday i shopped for 
strangers my children 
i do not know the sizes 
of their minds or bodies 
anymore also their father 
refuses to warm me in bed 

it is time to get up 

but the window shade is crooked 
and enjoys my attention 

Carol Burdick 
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Life, Times and Troubles 
Of Henry Cuthbert 

I wake up, feel for her along the bed with me, but nothing. Don't get 
this wrong; I know where Agnes is at. The houseboat rocks gently up and 
down on the water, and I feel it constantly. Sometimes I get sick. But not 
more so than Agnes makes me. As I get out of bed and put my robe on I can 
hear the other two women outside the room sitting in the sun talking loud. 
Mom's dead. She's in the closet. Never have to worry about her falling in 
the river anymore. 

There she is again. I can see Agnes cause the bathroom door is open. 
But I don't have to see her. I know she's there, in front of the full length 
mirror. Eight hours a day. Think I'm kidding? Wrong, buddy. In fact, just 
watch and see if I can get her away this morning. I'm going right in there 
and you'll see. I know I'll never marry her. Eight hours a day is just too 
much. 

"Why, good morning, Agnes," I say as I enter the bathroom. 
Her arms are up as she primps her curly red hair. I put my arms around 

her waist, smiling cheerfully. 
"What the hell is the matter with you today?" she asks very crossly. 
I look in the mirror and see that her thin lips are twisted into what I 

believe is becoming a chronic smirk. In other words, her faces are starting to 
stick. Her voice has a strange pitch, kind of high and twiny, as if she has her 
fingers up her nose. 

"Why nothing, dear." I say very kindly. I can tell she thinks I'm up to 
getting her away from the mirror today as I have never tried this Mr. Sweet 
approach before. "How are your curls today, Agnes?" 

She steps on my toe as hard as she can, but she is not strong enough to 
make it hurt. "Don't be coming in here asking imbecilic questions of me this 
morning or any other. You know better than that, Henry Cuthbert," she 
says, grinding her teeth together. She does that also whenever she gets 
angry. I think erosion might possible have set in, but I try not to look close 
enough. 

"Agnes," I begin, the lover-boy routing again, "no one can see your 
lovely face when you stand in front of the mirror all day. Come away from 
there and let's step outside." 

She steps on my other toe. I say ouch this time to make her think that it 
hurts. "My face," she snarls, "isn't the one that's messed up. And while 
you're at it you might check inside that fat head of yours." 

"Well I would like to shave," I say bluntly. 
"Go outside and shave." 
"I need the mirror, Agnes." 
She stops primping her hair. "So. You finally let it all out, huh? 'Good 

morning, Agnes,''' she mimics. She sounds like a baboon with gas, but I say 
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nothing. I leave the bathroom, much to her delight. I will try at noon. One 
or the other of two things on this houseboat must go. It will not be me. I 
ponder over the possibilities of a thick rope, a 1,000 pound weight at one 
end and a noose at the other. The water is nice and warm this time of the 
year. 

It is noon. Agnes is still in front of the mirror, of course. I step into the 
bathroom fully dressed now. Her hot, beady little eyes are looking fiercely 
at me out of the mirror. I want to poke them but she cannot tell by the 
expression on my face. 

"Agnes, are you coming for lunch?" I am just as pleasant as before. She 
simply continues to make sure her bright orange lipstick isn't outside the 
boundary of her cracked little lips. 

I said, "Agnes - " 
"I heard what you said, you - you - you" she stutters, thinking of a 

suitable word. 
I leave the bathroom before she can get it out. Perhaps I can order a 

guillotine from Acme. 

Early evening. Agnes is just getting to the eye shadow. One can tell by 
the way she paints it on that she would make a good artist. I dream over the 
joy of being painter and photographer in one day. I am specifically referring 
to the notion of stripping her skinny little butt, painting beautiful red 
circles, each inside the other, until I have suitable subject matter for a 
picture. Blown up fifty times the target will be big enough for a cross-eyed 
dimwit to hit bullseye with a bent dart. It is possible she would come away 
from the mirror to watch. 

She glares at me in the mirror again. "Stop right there," she growls just 
as I am about to cross over the threshold. 'Tm not finished yet so don't you 
try to talk me into leaving this mirrorl" She slams her fist on the formica 
counter for emphasis. 

Finally I give a long sigh and decide to go at this conversation head on. 
No Mr. Nice Guy. Just be blunt. 

"Agnes, don't you think this is a bit rediculous? You spend eight hours 
a day in front of that mirror." 

The reason why my nose hurts so much at the moment is because the 
door has just been slammed in my face. I pull my wrinkled toes out from 
under it and go outside to stare at the sunset. I hear the other two ladies 
snickering at me from around the corner. The sunset is very red now, just 
above the water. It is somewhat calming to sit and watch it and try to get 
over the present tempting ideas in my mind concerning Miss America in 
there in the bathroom. Perhaps a Bahama trading ship will sail by and I can 
trade her in as an oversized voodoo doll for a sack of bananas. That would 
help take care of the meals she never fixes. . 

THE GREAT LAKE REVIEW 

It is time for bed when I enter the houseboat again. The bathroom door 
is still shut. I begin undressing and am in my underwear and sitting on the 
edge of the bed when I call to her through the door. No answer. I tiptoe over 
to it, begin to open it when it is slammed shut again. This time I made sure 
that my nose and toes were out of the way. 

"Agnes, your eight hours were up five hours ago," I say rather sternly 
now. "Come to bed and I'll make you forget all about your beautiful face." 
There is no answer this time and I wonder gleefully if something has 
happened to her. Slowly I crack open the door again only to see that she 
hasn't notices that I've done so. She is mesmerized by her topless figure 
under the bright light. She cups herself with both hands and is grinning 
somewhat. I don't tell her that there is really nothing to fondle. Instead I 
storm away hearing her gasp and slam the door shut again. 

In my tool chest I keep a good-sized sledge hammer. I go outside to get 
it. I am not sure which of two things to smash in first. This time I kick the 
door in. I do not bother to see what she is doing this time but simply head 
for the mirror, conscious only of the fact that she has backed away alarm
ingly onto the bottomless toilet. I hear her scream out in agony as if it were 
she that is being struck. She probably doesn't realize that she would not 
have been able to scream if it had been her. Obviously I leave no pieces left 
on the wall. I politely ask her to sweep up the mess or she'll cut her pretty 
little feet, and then I leave. I see a fly buzz into her gaping mouth as I walk 
out the door. I also hear her gulp. 

The next evening. Would you believe it's New Year's Eve? She has been 
in the bathroom all day long. For the first time, just as the sun is setting, I 
decide to kick in the door and see what she is doing. I am afraid that the 
door cannot take much more of this. I kick it in very forcefully. She is 
standing there among the splinters of glass in work boots. She is dressed in a 
night gown and is staring dreamy-eyed into the largest piece of glass she 
could find. She has skillfully stuck it to the wall at eyelevel with four large 
bandaids. She gasps when the door flies open and flings herself against the 
wall to protect her last piece of mirror. 

Outside I hear the whistle of a steamer and I head out in an excited 
panic to flag it down. 

Stephen Beall 
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Untitled 13 x 6 Les McAuliffe 
medium - slone ware 
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Hill-skies 

A rope stretched tight for clothes,
 
And pins and clips, it hangs
 
Before the backs of stone.
 
It's noon for farmers on the hill.
 
They plant their heels and watch the rise
 
Of roads and lakesides into skies.
 

Disguised as county waters, skies
 
Pull loosely at our clothes
 
And cloud the yard. We rise
 
To smell how sweet the air will hang.
 
It climbs the trees beyond a hill
 
And weighs the water like a stone.
 

The wives will feel their hearts like stone
 
Alone, in bed, see the skies
 
It laps at the heavy hill
 
Outside the door, inside their clothes.
 
A chill in the earth, where they hang
 
Waiting for housemaids to rise.
 

Past the trees, into a rise
 
Of heavy skies that warm in stone
 
The county water will wash and hang.
 

Diana Abu-Jaber 
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The Hand Shake 

He shook my hand and 
I felt shame at the 
Softness of mine. I 
Wanted to tell him that 
They had not always been 
This soft. Calluses once 
Had shown where tool and 
Hand attempted oneness 
But were incompatible. 
Calluses which insulated 
Me from the pain which had 
Fomled them. Calluses which 
Gave me a peculiar form of 
Pride when shaking the hand 
Of any Man. Calluses, the 
Payment all workmen must 
Make to their tools. In his 
Eyes, as he turned to go, 
I Could see his mind throwing 
Me into a pile with all the 
Others with soft hands. 

Chuck Wilson 
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Kaleidoscope 

In the end, it is you and I
 
who break and fall, the fragments of black,
 

3 r::::: 
III :::s blue, and crimson, in a kaleidoscope of colors o..~

c' :!:: twisting and turning, the tangent touch 
3~ , 

of sharp and round 
o " a changing sphere of hues: o... 
'0 of light and shadow bound::r 
o in space but not to fuse-o 
~ in patterns we are found. 
C> 
'0 
::r The rainbow mix and mingle of glass 

that cuts and reflects, crystals of color 
in harmony or contrast, the clashing of cool 
grey and crimson, the grinding grasp 

U1
 
X
 of sharp and round
"I 

a changing sphere of hues: 
of light and shadow bound 
in space but not to fuse-
in patterns we are found, 

The fragments are fastened, fixed to revolve 
in a circle of constant, ceaseless contact 
never to rest, or become a rainbow, 
settled and smooth. We are the flow 

of sharp and round(fl 

;; 
a changing sphere of hues: '0 

::r 
III of light and shadow bound::> 
(fl in space but not to fuse'0
5' in patterns we are found. 0.. 
III... 

Sarah Dickenson 
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A Story 

When I was a kid I used to watch "Twilight Zone" and "One Step 
Beyond." The Shows always fascinated me. I guess one reason was the 
narration. Rod Sterling, for instance, could make a grocery list sound 
mysterious and frightening. Turn into the cereal aisle and, whoosh, you're 
in the twilight zone. ~ 

"Twilight Zone" was always great because it was so well done. The

I right twists, the right music in the background, the acting, etc. "One Step 
Beyond," on the other hand, was always tense because it was always in the 
back of your mind that, "hey, they say this is true." It definitely put an edge 
on things. 

I tell you now of my love of these programs as an introduction. I'm 
sure many of you will not believe my story, and the borderline believers 
will say, 'This guy's been watching too many of those shows." Well, that's 
okay. I'm not trying to prove anything, I'm just telling my story. Or as Rod 
Sterling would say, "Submitting for your approval." Just keep it in the back 
of your mind that it's true. 

It started, innocently enough, in my first year of college, which almost 
never came to be. But that's another story, so let's just say I made it. Snow 
country, Oswego, N.Y. State College. I really don't know why I picked it, 
considering that I hate snow, but somehow I did. It's hard to remember 
reasons for the important decisions I made. So it's hard to say why I joined 
a frat. But I can tell you the circumstances. 

I started out living in a dorm, going to classes, getting drunk a lot. But 
about the third week in college all the frats were having "open smokers" 
which were open house parties designed to get people to join the frats. Being 
a true child of the sixties, the promise of free drugs and drink was one I 
could not turn down, even though I had promised myself I'd stay relatively 
straight during the week and do my work. Out of four "smokers" I only 
went to two, so I guess I just hit that in between point where my willpower 
was in limbo. 

, 
For publicity purposes the names of the frats will remain anonymous. 

The first frat party was a damn good one. I convinced another freshman 
from down the hall to go with me, and we called up to get a ride. They sent 
a jeep down for us and took us to the house. It was weird like nothing I'd 
ever seen before. The house was dohe up nice, the interior and all that. All 
these nice little touches, like a taut rope instead of a bannister. Strobe li~ts 

here and there. Customized. And tne first thing they did when we atri~ed .
J was get our names and addresses .c;md take our pictures. I later fOl:lnd out 

this was so that if they thought we were frat material they could invite us 
back. 

They got us pretty blitzed. I know the fact that I smoke marijuana and 
drink huge quantities of beer is going to throw a cloud over my credibility, 
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but shit, I'm telling it exactly like it is. I'm not holding anything back. They So was Mike. He and I cultivated a damn good friendship between the 
kept pouring beer down our throats, filling our mugs before they were time I met him and the date of my initiation. The main reason was that he 
empty. Downstairs people kept putting pipes and bhongs in our faces, even 
a gas mask. By the time we split, me and my friend were really out of it. We 
both had a good time, met a lot of nice folks, enjoyed ourselves. But I still 
wasn't thinking of joining a fraternity. 

Another thing was, well, they weren't the type of frat brothers I would 
look for. I mean, they were into partying and everything, but the speakers 
were blasting pop and disco all night. And if there's one thing I hate, it's 
most pop and all disco. So there was no way I could get enthused about 
becoming their brother. But I had such a good time that I decided to go to 
another smoker the night after at a different house. 

This time I got two guys to go. As soon as I got to the house I realized 
this one was different. In fact, as soon as the brother came to my dorm to 
pick me up I knew it was different. His name was Mike, and all the way to 
the house he kept up a steady conversation, and that's something I can 
rarely do with friends, let alone strangers. I guess that's why I like to get 
drunk; it oils my tongue. Otherwise I'm pretty silent. But, like I said, at this 
point I was totally straight and Mike had me talking anyway. I guess I felt at 
home with him 'cause he looked and talked a lot like me. He had long hair 
like mine and he was definitely a rocker. And long-haired rock and rollers 
are a vanishing breed, on my campus, anyway. So we got along real good. 

When I got there I found that everybody else was pretty much the 
same. The two guys I came with grabbed some beers and started playing 
foozeball, but I was more into the potato chips and Grateful Dead in the 
living room. Besides, that's where the decent looking chicks were. 

Well, I drank some beers, spoke to some of the guys. They took me for 
a tour of the house, and showed me the barn out back where they have their 
parties and the swamp off to the side of the house. Me and my friends just 
came to drink and party, but I was for some reason getting very interested 
in the fraternity. All of the brothers seemed to have their heads together. 
Before the night was over I felt like one of them already. And when I woke 
up the next morning, I knew I was gonna pledge. 

And I did. Two weeks later I had my hands cuffed together. They 
locked me in handcuffs with my arms behind my back, and they released 
me one week later. It was pretty wild, but from what I hear, mild as far as 
pledges go. The only hassle was on a Friday night when some of the 
brothers came to my dorm drunk and my roommate let them in while I was 
sleeping. They pissed on me, and I woke up and almost pulled my arm out 
of its socket trying to hit them. I wasn't used to waking up with my arms 
tied behind my back, or getting pissed on for that matter. 

Anyway, I passed with flying colors, which means I retained my sanity 
during pledge week. I got in and I was real happy. 
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I 
was, below the semi-freaky exterior, a very nice person. I remember once 
we were at a party in one of the dorms on campus, and by the end of the 
night, there were about six guys left and one girl. This girl, who would've 
been beautiful even if we weren't drunk, was pretty soused herself. Some 
of the guys took her clothes off and three of them carried her into another 

1 room. She was so drunk she didn't know what was going on. Mike snuck 
downstairs and called the girl's roommate to come down and rescue her. It 
was pretty typical. He didn't want the girl to be taken advantage of. A 
heavy partier with a strict moral code. 

Another thing about Mike was that he was pretty deep, thoughtful. 
One day we were sitting in my room, getting stoned and I looked out the 
window and noticed all the trees changing colors. Not in the trip sense, it 
was late September and the trees really were changing colors. Some were 
bare, some green, brown, reddish brown. A multi-hued landscape, a foil to 
the low-cut green grass. Some people were playing football outside, and it 
was a very ...well, a wholesome, beautiful Fall day. The sky was clear, the 
players were laughing and having a good time, me and Mike were 
pleasantly buzzed. He practically put his nose to the screen at the window 
and sniffed the air and just watched. He just looked outside, all around, as if 
he was sucking in the freshness. His mouth was closed, but it looked like his 
whole existence was smiling. I just watched him, he was so engrossed. He 
stayed like that for twenty minutes, and then he recited some Robert Frost 
poetry that was very ...apropos, I think the word is. It really freaked me 
out, and in retrospect, it's one of the finest memories I have of Mike. 

Although I'd only known him three weeks, I think I lost part of my soul 
that rainy Friday night that Mike took that last turn by the frat house too 
fast. It was strange. We had finished the first keg, and more people showed 
up than we thought. Mike volunteered to take his wagon down to the beer 
distributor for another keg, and he didn't seem as drunk as most of the 
people there. But when we heard the crash right outside, I think we all knew 
it was Mike, because nobody immediately ran to the window; we all just 
sort of stood there, looking at each other. Dennis, one of the seniors, went 
to the window, and then everyone followed. This might sound hard to 
believe, but it was a warm night and it suddenly, for about five or six 
seconds, got freezing cold, like an arctic wind just blew through the house 
with a slight pause. Everyone felt it, but no one could explain it. Then we all 
ran outside and it was a mess. I didn't cry or anything, but it took me quite 
a while to get my head together. You can't understand what it's like to lose 
someone so suddenly, unless of course you have. So let's just say it really 
fucked up my head. 

All the brothers knew that Mike and I got close before his death, so I 
got sort of picked to break it to his mom. I called Florida and spoke to her 
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for two hours and forty-five minutes. She was shocked, and it took a hell of 
a long time to calm her down, being on the phone. After an hour or so we 
were just rapping about Mike, nothing that really belongs to anybody but 
me and her. She was crying the whole time, but near the end of the call, she 
told me how in all her letters from Mike he told her how much the fraternity 
meant to him, a second family and all that sentimental shit. Then she went a 
step further and told me that she was going to pay the frat's phone bill for 
the next three months to thank us for being so nice to her son. I put up a 
mild protest, but I thought it was a good idea. So we said goodbye and she 
thanked me again, and said that she would send a letter to verify it. She was 
a sweet woman, exactly what I expected. 

Like I said, the guys in the fraternity were good people but in every 
crowd there's a few assholes, and ours was no exception. And sometimes 
when you're drunk you lose your head. But there's no excuse for the way 
they abused their phone privileges. They never did it in front of me, but I 
heard all the stories. The keg would get low and some joker would call 
Germany and order some Heinekens. Or we'd run out of ice and they'd call 
Greenland. And of course someone had a great aunt in Russia, or a former 
golf instructor in Brazil, or a one night stand in Luxembourg. It's pretty 
sickening if you ask me. Bad enough to make Mike turn over in his grave. 
Or something to that effect. 

Butch was one of the assholes. He was in the kitchen talking to 
somebody in French. There was some chick sitting at the table, but she was 
pretty spaced out and didn't see anything. So when Butch told us that 
somebody tapped him on the shoulder during his conversation, with blood 
all over his face and mud and blood all over his clothes, and cut the 
telephone wire with the scissors, we laughed pretty hard. Butch swore it 
was true, but then again, he also claimed that he had realiable information 
that Virginia Radley, our college's new Dean or something was a lesbian. 
We all put it down to a well thought out prank. And we made Butch pay for 
a new telephone line and clean up the mud and ketchup on the floor. 

And they kept making those goddamn phone calls. Those goddamn 
phone calls. When I heard about them, about three days after Butch's 
prank, I called a meeting and told all of the guys that if they didn't stop I'd 
call Mike's mom and get her to cancel the deferment. They promised they'd 
stop, but a few days later I walked into a bhong session and found Dennis 
on the phone to Arkansas trying to get a deli to deliver three cases of Coors. 
I got pissed, very pissed. I didn't hit him. After all, he is my brother, so I 
split after a few choice words. And the next day I called Mike's mom and 
she had it cancelled. She was upset about it, and I coudn't blame her. I just 
apologized, but it sounded stupid. 

The first actual documented occurrence was on a Fridy night, at one of 
our mixers. A friend of one of the brothers and his girlfriend were talking to 
somebody and then they went outside for a while. Later, when they came 
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back in they looked for the guy they were talking to and couldn't find him. 
But they saw a frat class picture on the wall and asked me if I knew the 
person they were pointing at. The person was Mike, and I said I didn't think 
it was very funny. They swore up and down that they'd spoken to him for 
twenty-five minutes at the party. I asked them what he was wearing, and 
they described the clothes Mike wore on the night of his death. Right down 
to his black bandana and sneakers. 

I flipped out. Nobody else at the party had seen him, but from some of 
the things they repeated and the clothing, it was apparent that Mike had 
been at the party for a while. There was absolutely no way they could've 
known those things. I drank pretty heavy after that until about three in the 
morning. I'll never forget the chill that ran up my spine to my neck when 
they described Mike's Dead (no pun intended) t-shirt and patched 
dungarees. 

He was back again two weeks later. He came in through the front door 
and everybody just shut up, except the people who didn't know him, and 
they caught on soon enough. He was walking about a foot off the ground. I 
don't remember what he was wearing. I just looked at his face. Somebody 
told me he was wearing the clothes he wore to his demise. I did notice the 
bandana. He walked around the room, stood in front of me, and in a voice 
that can only be described as other-worldly, asked me, by name, how I was. 
I couldn't answer. I couldn't believe my eyes. He said, "that's alright." Then 
he walked to the side door, by the porch where the keg was, and he turned 
around and took the phone off the hook. And then he walked right through 
the fuckin' door. Without even opening it. 

Some girl started giggling, and then crying, and she curled herself up in 
a ball and whimpered. Someone told me she was on acid, and all I could 
think of was what a wild trip that must've been for her. I got up and walked 
to the door and opened it. There were some footsteps in the snow and we 
followed them to the swamp where they ended at the creek. They just 
stopped. 

He's been seen since then, many times. I myself saw him on three 
separate occasions. There's a couple of theories the guys have. It's generally 
taken for granted that Mike got pissed at the way we used his mother. And 
his whole life revolved around the fraternity, so some say that he's a part of 
it, even though he's dead. A couple of the freaks have come up with the 
cosmic theory that since he died so close to the house, his soul just crawled 
in through the door while his body lay dying. It all makes for pretty good 
conversation. 

I don't question it. It's true, I accept it, and I don't think I'll ever tell the 
story again after this. Maybe when I'm forty years old I'll get drunk and I'll 
tell it in a bar, or something like that. Mike's a legend now, and maybe 
that's the way he wants it. I don't know. I just don't know. 

Alan Lazarus 
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A Youth in Asia 

Dear Mother;
 

The sky seems the same,
 
it is dumb and vacant;
 
but the air is thick,
 
like ether.
 
Here, one wears humidity
 
like a shroud,
 
and sweat is as natural
 
as breath.
 
Vegetation is lush
 
and deep green;
 
even the natives
 
are thick as weeds.
 
Of course, there is decay.
 

Hardly anyone has heard of Christ,
 
but I've seen many statues of Buddha.
 
One statue had a nest of worms
 
in its navel.
 
There are many insects here.
 

There are also many beggars.
 
One, with no leg below his knees,
 
sat in manure, and held out
 
a dish caked with grey-green crust.
 
Flies walked on his open brown eyes,
 
and a beetle crawled into his ear
 
and didn't come out.
 

Kenneth Frank 

Untitled lOx 8 Karen Steinkraus
 
medium - color photograph
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Sugaring Off 

We wait for early Spring's charade
 
Of melting snow and warmer sun
 
Before, with auger, spile and pail,
 
We follow past years' well-worn trail.
 
It's then the tapping is begun
 
Beneath the maples' leaf-less shade.
 

We twist the auger, cut a hole,
 
As curls of wood fall to our feet.
 
The Spile is stuck, the pail is hung
 
And sap drips from the metal tongue.
 
We have to make the maple bleed
 
Before we gather up its soul.
 

Jenny Hammer 

Untitled 2V2 X 5 Sandy McLean 
medium - porcelain 
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Didelphis Has No Choice 

Opossums are equipped with 
marsupiums fully installed. 
That way they get better 
mileage while out with the kids. 
I have opted for none 
since I would have no use 
for such an expense now. 
But if through my travels 
I find that it would 
do me fine to consider such a luxury 
and possibly purchase one, 
I will. 

Ellen Falvo 

AppendectomylFleshwound 20 x 16 Frederic E. Berlin 
medium - pen & ink 
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The Gardener's Son 

Here is the black-eyed Susan
 
he tossed over his shoulder yesterday.
 
Still in the road, it has withered.
 
In spring, stemming from a bed
 
thick with colors, the flower
 
wavered and caught his hand.
 
Asking, she loves me,
 
she loves me not, he plucked
 
petal by petal, until only
 
the dark capitulum was left.
 

He sees wild flowers sway
 
in the late summer wind,
 
and their scents fill him.
 
He works over the memory
 
like old gum in his mouth
 
and walks home to his garden
 
of rows and brick borders,
 
~nd seed packets stuck on sticks
 
for the benefit of passersby.
 

Gordon Ferguson 

Untitled 
medium - lithography 

19 x 14 Mark Coyle 
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Untitled 5 x 7 Robert Sanders
 
medium - black & white photography ex:>
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